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Drones: The Good, the Bad, 

the Ugly, the Exciting!





Unmanned Ariel Systems (Drones)



Main IssueMain IssueMain IssueMain Issue

• Considerable increase in the unauthorized use of small, inexpensive 
UAS by individuals and organizations, including companies.

• Benefits of the use of UAS are “substantial,” but safety concerns 
abound.
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OVER ONE MILLION DRONES EXPECTED TO BE OVER ONE MILLION DRONES EXPECTED TO BE OVER ONE MILLION DRONES EXPECTED TO BE OVER ONE MILLION DRONES EXPECTED TO BE 
SOLD BY THE END OF THE YEARSOLD BY THE END OF THE YEARSOLD BY THE END OF THE YEARSOLD BY THE END OF THE YEAR



FAAFAAFAAFAA

• A UAS is an “aircraft” as defined by the FAA’s authorizing statutes and 
is therefore subject to regulation by the FAA.

• Aircraft – A device that is used or intended to be used for flight in air.

• Regulations apply to operation of all aircraft, whether manned or 
unmanned, and irrespective of the altitude at which the aircraft is 
operating.

• 14 C.F.R. § 91.13 – Prohibits any person from operating an aircraft in a 
careless or reckless manner so as to endanger the life or property of 
another.



Model AircraftModel AircraftModel AircraftModel Aircraft

• Important distinction of whether the UAS is being operated for 
hobby/recreation or some other purpose.

• If hobby, then flying the model aircraft does NOT require FAA approval.

• Requirements for Model Aircraft use:

• Capable of sustained flight in atmosphere

• Flown within visual line of sight of person operating the aircraft; and

• Flown for hobby or recreational purposes.

• FAA can seek enforcement action when operator of model aircraft is 
endangering safety of National Airspace.

• Non model aircraft are subject to FAA regulation (commercial use)



Model Aircraft Operation RequirementsModel Aircraft Operation RequirementsModel Aircraft Operation RequirementsModel Aircraft Operation Requirements

• Flown strictly for hobby or recreational use

• Operates within community-based set of safety guidelines

• Aircraft not more than 55 pounds

• Aircraft does not operate in a manner that interferes with manned 
aircraft

• Not flown within 5 miles of an airport unless in communication with 
air traffic control tower.  



Non Model Aircraft (Non Model Aircraft (Non Model Aircraft (Non Model Aircraft (Commercial Usage)Commercial Usage)Commercial Usage)Commercial Usage)

• Means the UAS is not being used for hobby or recreation.

• New rules enacted by FAA that went into effect on August 29, 2016
• UAS must weigh less than 55 lbs.

• Flown in visual line of site no higher than 400 ft.

• Speeds of less than 100 mph

• Can’t fly directly over people

• Must fly during daylight or twilight hours

• Pilots must pass a drone oriented test (before you needed a pilot’s license)

• Must have aeronautical exam of the drone – 689 locations in U.S.

• Waiver process to fly over people and at night (takes up to 90 days)

• Must be 16 years old



New LawsNew LawsNew LawsNew Laws

“Drone regulation – which has long moved at a tortoise pace –
is shifting into warp speed with the news of a task force to 
advise on how to create a national registry for recreational 
drones.” 
Matt McFarland, Oct. 20, 2015, The Washington Post

• Drones that weigh more than .5 lbs.

• Process on apps or website

• Registration number is displayed 



“We identify the drone, we collect the information on the drone and the 
drone is cross-checked against the national registry,” Anthony Foxx, the 
secretary of the department of transportation, said in describing the 
framework Monday.  

Matt McFarland, Oct. 20, 2015, The Washington Post

-Over 425,000 drones have been registered

-Registry raises awareness

-FAA has declared that small drones are a type of aircraft and fall under 

existing FAA regulations saying that all aircraft must be registered



FAA Enforcement ToolsFAA Enforcement ToolsFAA Enforcement ToolsFAA Enforcement Tools

• Warning Notices 

• Letters of Correction

• Civil Penalties

• Enforcement action may be taken against anyone who “conducts an 
unauthorized UAS in a way that endangers the safety of the national 
airspace system.” 

• But......how does the FAA catch them?

• And……ANYTHING THAT FLIES IS UNDER FEDERAL LAW!



USA Today USA Today USA Today USA Today –––– June 21, 2016June 21, 2016June 21, 2016June 21, 2016

“Despite the new rules, conflict remains between the federal 
government and the states. The FAA contends its rules govern 
everything that flies. Pending legislation approved by the U.S. Senate 
would place all authority for drone rules in federal hands, which many 
state officials oppose.

While the FAA rule-making process lagged, states adopted dozens of 
local laws that restrict drones, such as prohibiting drones with weapons 
and barring flights over private property. At least 31 states have 
adopted laws governing drones, with 18 requiring search warrants for 
police to use drones for surveillance, 13 adopting criminal penalties for 
misusing drones and 12 creating privacy protections, according to the 
National Conference of State Legislatures.”



State and Local Law EnforcementState and Local Law EnforcementState and Local Law EnforcementState and Local Law Enforcement

• Deter

• Detect

• Immediately Investigate

• Pursue enforcement actions to stop unauthorized UAS operations

• But – “Although FAA retains the responsibility for enforcing FAA 
regulations, FAA safety inspectors, who are the agency’s principal field 
elements responsible for following up on these unauthorized and/or unsafe 
activities, will often be unable to immediately travel to the location of the 
incident.”

• “The public interest is best served by coordination and fostering mutual 
understanding and cooperation between governmental entities with law 
enforcement responsibilities.”



Law EnforcementLaw EnforcementLaw EnforcementLaw Enforcement





Actions Local Law Enforcement Can Take:Actions Local Law Enforcement Can Take:Actions Local Law Enforcement Can Take:Actions Local Law Enforcement Can Take:

• Witness Identification and Interviews

• Identification of Operators

• Viewing and Recording the Location of the Event

• Identifying Sensitive Locations, Events, or Activities

• Notification

• Evidence Collection



Thunder Over Louisville Case StudyThunder Over Louisville Case StudyThunder Over Louisville Case StudyThunder Over Louisville Case Study

Inside the Explosion



A Drone Flies Into a Fireworks Show….A Drone Flies Into a Fireworks Show….A Drone Flies Into a Fireworks Show….A Drone Flies Into a Fireworks Show….



Or, A Drone Flies Into an Air Show…..Or, A Drone Flies Into an Air Show…..Or, A Drone Flies Into an Air Show…..Or, A Drone Flies Into an Air Show…..



Meeting at KDF Office Meeting at KDF Office Meeting at KDF Office Meeting at KDF Office –––– March 23, 2015March 23, 2015March 23, 2015March 23, 2015

• FAA

• FBI

• Louisville Metro Police Department

• Metro Safe

• Southern IN and Jefferson County Sheriff’s Departments

• KDF Staff



Everyone Left on the Same PageEveryone Left on the Same PageEveryone Left on the Same PageEveryone Left on the Same Page

• All of the agencies were briefed by LMPD about the potential dangers 
of drones flying through Thunder Over Louisville airspace

• Flight restriction due to Thunder venue being within 5 miles of SDF.  

• FAA directly asked LMPD and Sheriff’s Dept. to act as their eyes and 
ears on the venue.

• Local law enforcement was hesitant to confiscate aircraft, but would gather 
evidence

• FAA:

• Will pursue “fair” civil penalties

• Drones are considered aircrafts



KDF PR OutreachKDF PR OutreachKDF PR OutreachKDF PR Outreach

• KDF made public service announcements

• “NO DRONE ZONE”

• In the week leading up to Thunder, LMPD and KDF made joint 
announcements about the importance of keeping the drones at 
home.

• Could potentially shut down air show and fireworks if found flying 
through air space.

• No drones were seen during Thunder.  Non issue….at least for 2015.



Commercial Drone Usage at Your EventCommercial Drone Usage at Your EventCommercial Drone Usage at Your EventCommercial Drone Usage at Your Event

Photographer, videographer or blogger offers to fly a drone over your 
event and capture some amazing crowd footage.  Good for advertising 
and commercial purposes, right?!

• Require your potential vendor to show an FAA Certification.

• Also require a certificate of insurance naming your event as additional 
insured.

• Simple approach is to just completely ban all drone usage at your event 
(But drones are cool and the footage is beyond anything we’ve seen 
before)

• Privacy

• Copyright

• Personal Injury 



WDRB Drone CameraWDRB Drone CameraWDRB Drone CameraWDRB Drone Camera



Drone Prevention TechnologiesDrone Prevention TechnologiesDrone Prevention TechnologiesDrone Prevention Technologies

• Geofencing – pre-engineered map coordinates

• 10,000 restricted sites

• What about prisons?

• Elementary Schools

• Jennifer Aniston’s Bel-Air mansion

• Drone Hunting Drones

• Radar Technology

• Educate the public



So What’s the Balance and So What’s the Balance and So What’s the Balance and So What’s the Balance and 
How Do We Get There?How Do We Get There?How Do We Get There?How Do We Get There?


